
The POV (Point of View) Programme

Volunteer 
Voices

The Beaver 
Project

Enviro-
Mental Green Art Communicating 

Through Arts

Young Voices put at the heart
of BCVS and POV through:

governance and representation
at advisory groups, new young

volunteer awards and the
creation of POV �lm: 

Use of a minibus and
expenses to support

young people and take
them directly to

volunteering projects;
creating the magni�cent

'Beaver' and allowing
more young people to
access volunteering.

Creation of the POM
mental health booklet by

young people; co-
designed to be engaging

for them. Mindful
activities have been

created by the young
people and are now

accessible to all.

Centring the voice of young
people to create new

volunteering roles to address
the barrier of lack of time.

Creating �exible/ad hoc green
arts volunteering

opportunities, which make
volunteering accessible to all
young students learning with

Inspire.

Monthly socials – a proposal
developed by the Next Gen

volunteer group.
Socials designed and
planned by the young
people as a reward for

volunteering within a range
of arts projects.

Linking to the local
College, and developed as

part of studies and a
progression pathway, this
pilot has enabled young

people to make
volunteering part of their

college week. 

With a focus on
volunteering in green art

and open spaces and
creating a piece of Art on
an external building. This
showcased the art for all
to see and both reduced
anxiety and promoted

con�dence for the young
people involved.

Making volunteering and
arts accessible. This pilot

focused on involving
refugees in volunteering

and using art as a
transnational method of

communication.

To help build new strong and lasting relationships between arts organisations and the wider voluntary community, and the social enterprise sector.•

Affect organisational change by putting the voices or 'Point of View' of young people at the centre of the project activities across the partnership.•

Develop and test eight pilot projects to strengthen volunteering provision for young people in the regions of Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and South Yorkshire.•

Create over 100 new volunteer opportunities.•

Facilitate and amplify the voices of young people in project creation and delivery - creating a GOLDEN THREAD.•

Next Gen FE 
Volunteers

Peace of 
Mind Booklet
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Evaluation Partner
How will your organisation?

1 - Listen to and embed the voices and involvement of young volunteers in your governance structures?

2 - Address the barriers of access to transport and cost of transport for young volunteers?
3 - Support the mental health and wellbeing of young volunteers?

4 - Visibly recognise and reward contributions of young volunteers?
5 - Promote engagement with art as a medium for expression of voice for young volunteers?

(NEXT STEPS: 10-point self-assessment and dissemination plan to share the learning and key questions asked by young people of the VCSE and Arts Sector for 24/25.)

6 -  Develop micro, hybrid and online volunteering opportunities for young volunteers?

7 -  Develop further links with Further Education to create progression pathways into volunteering for young volunteers?
8 -  Explore the use of arts to cross cultural boundaries to engage diverse communities and widen participation in volunteering for young people from minority ethnic or refugee communities?

9 -  Help to share these questions?
10- Listen to the voices of young volunteers involved in POV and start or continue your organisation's journey towards widening participation in volunteering?

https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-bcvs
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-bac
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-inspire
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-rhubarbfarm
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-vadoncaster
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-junctionarts
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-mcvs
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-centreplace
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-about
https://www.bcvs.org.uk/pov-sycf
https://youtube.com/watch?v=N9lS4umQ9mY&ab_channel=BassetlawCommunityandVoluntaryService

